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"In such a relatively short book as compared to the 800 page tomes I usually find, there is not much that Rick Young does not cover in order to get the new user up and running as soon and as painlessly as possible...what really sets this book apart is how Rick Young's step-by-step directions and graphics are so very easy to follow." Steve Douglas, videographer, kenstone.net     

       Software packages are complex. Shouldn't software books make it easier? Simplify your life with The Focal Easy Guide to Final Cut Pro 5! This short, full-color book lives up to its name by paring down the software to its essentials. It covers only the key features and essential workflow to get you up and running in no time. When time is of the essence, less is more.

With this book you can start cutting immediately, whatever you edit, whatever the format. This is an ideal introduction whether you are a professional moving over to Final Cut Pro from another package or system, a new user, or just someone who wants to get the best results from Final Cut Pro, fast!

* Save time, learn all you need to know to edit professionally with FCP5 in a few hours! 
* Concise full-color coverage, written for FCP5 but relevant to all versions     

       About the Author

Director and Founding Member of the UK Final Cut Pro User Group and an Apple Solutions Expert. A freelance television director and editor with many years of broadcast experience, including work for the BBC, Sky, ITN, CNBC and Reuters. Also a Final Cut Pro Consultant and author of the best-selling, 'The Focal Easy Guide to Final Cut Pro 4'.
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Patterns of Software: Tales from the Software CommunityOxford University Press, 1996
"This is a clear, insightful book that takes an alternative look at some of the broader issues surrounding software development.... The commentary on the work of Christopher Alexander, currently being taken up so fervently by the software architecture community, is particularly appealing."--Sanjiv Gossain, Associate Director, Cambridge...
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Jump Start Your Business Brain:  The Scientific Way To Make More MoneyClerisy Press, 2005

	Doug Hall shares data-proven methods that can make sales, marketing, and business development measurably more effective....
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Micro Java Game DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2002
Wireless games are always on and always with you, and can reach a more massive audience than any other gaming platform in history. No programming language is as suited for micro games as Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME).

Micro Java Game Development is your step-by-step guide to creating games for devices that support J2ME/MIDP. The material...
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Radar for Meteorological and Atmospheric ObservationsSpringer, 2013

	Epoch-making progress in meteorology and atmospheric science has always been hastened by the development of advanced observational technologies, in particular, radar technology. This technology depends on a wide range of sciences involving diverse disciplines, from electrical engineering and electronics to computer sciences and...
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Photoshop CS SavvySybex, 2004
Savvy – n. Practical know-how.
    Just about anyone who works with digital images needs to know to how to use Photoshop. But its complexity can be confounding even to experienced users. In Photoshop CS Savvy, artist and teacher Steve Romaniello reveals the secrets behind Photoshop's power—showing you how...
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Defining and Deploying Software ProcessesAuerbach Publications, 2005
I gravitated into the process world several years ago after performing
almost all roles in the software engineering environment — both as a
programmer and in various management positions. That environment
covered both the commercial software development world and the government
contracting software development world. I...
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